
How to Print the Alphabet Mini-Book

The first two pages of this PDF are these instructions.  The following six
pages are meant to be printed double-sided.   There are several ways to do
this.  

Using a copier:  Make a single-sided copy from your computer. Separate the two instruction pages. 
Then use your copier to make as many double-sided copies (of the remaining 6 pages) as you
need.  If your copier does not make double-sided copies from single-sided copies, you can copy
the odd pages first, and then put that paper back into the copier to copy the even pages next.

From your computer:  If you do not have double-sided print capability from your computer, simply
print only odd pages first, then re-insert the pages back into the printer and print only even pages.  
Then remove this instruction page  before continuing to make your mini-book.



How to Assemble the Alphabet Mini-Book
1) With the three printed pages in your hand, turn them over so that Page 1 (My ABC’s) is on the
top. Looking at the upper-right hand of three printed pages in your hand, they should be in the
following order: page on top is “My ABC’s”, middle page is “D”, and third page is “G.” 

2) Cut the three pages all at once on the horizontal line with the scissor icon on it.

3) Place the upper pages (with the “My ABC’s” page facing you) on TOP of the lower pages.

4) With the front page of the mini-book on the right, and the back page on the left, now fold the
mini-book in half .   

5)   Take a brief look through the mini-book to make sure the numbered pages are in order, and
then  staple the book along the left-hand edge to make a binding.

6) Color your mini-book!

7) For more alphabet fun, return to http://www.AlphabetColoring.net

http://www.AlphabetColoring.net


http://www.alphabetcoloring.net
http://www.surfnetkids.com











